Schedule Management for Physicians

Save Time with an Automated
Scheduling Solution Perfectly
Suited to Physician Reality
Used by 40,000 healthcare professionals
in more than 200 health facilities

Petal Scheduling is an innovative web solution designed for physicians which greatly simplifies
schedule creation, distribution and management.

Up-to-Date Online Schedule

Absence Management

Ensure physicians are informed of schedule changes
immediately while maintaining constant access.

Access all absence requests from physicians
in real-time, all from one system.

Schedule Automation

Shift Trades

Save valuable time with an automated procedure
powered by AI that generates optimal schedules.

Delegate shift swapping to physicians while
respecting the established approval process.

Petal Scheduling is a solution developed by PetalMD.

1-888-949-8601 | petalmd.com

Generate the Most Optimal
Physician Schedule
Powered by AI Technology

Up-to-date Online Schedule
Petal Scheduling is a web based solution offering
a single version of a digitalized schedule that is
always up-to-date in real time.
Scheduler Advantages
Schedulers are assured that each schedule change is
automatically applied and communicated to the group;
reducing the risk of errors or miscommunication.
Physician Advantages
Physicians can access their personal and group schedules
from any device (iOS or Android), as well as receive
notifications that inform them of schedule changes.

Absence Management
Petal Scheduling centralizes all absence requests
and saves time by eliminating multiple sources
of absence requests (paper, email, voicemail, etc.).
Scheduler Advantages
Schedulers are always informed of schedule changes
and are free to choose whether or not to approve a physician
absence request.
Physician Advantages
Physicians autonomously submit their absence requests
directly from an app accessible on their mobile device
or computer.

Save Time with an Automated Scheduling Solution Perfectly Suited to Physician Reality

Schedule Automation
Petal Scheduling uses powerful algorithms
and AI that take into account multiple and
complex planning variables to automatically
generate an optimal schedule.
Scheduler Advantages
Schedulers save time with the automated schedule creation
tool which takes into account multiple planning variables
and can provide a fair shift distribution among physicians.
Physician Advantages
Physicians are assured of having an optimal schedule which
respects their medical service rules and personal preferences.

Shift Trades
Petal Scheduling offers physicians the ability
to perform task transfers within the application
itself and simplifies the process of trading shifts.
Scheduler Advantages
Schedulers are free to approve or disapprove any shift
swap. Once a change is approved, then it is automatically
updated in the calendar and the concerned physicians
are notified.
Physician Advantages
Physicians can offer shifts in just a few steps directly
to colleagues or to an entire group on a virtual marketplace.

Maximum Security
Petal Scheduling is hosted on Microsoft Azure’s renowned cloud servers for maximum security
and confidentiality. The solution complies with Canadian PIPEDA safety standards, as well as
several international standards such as ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1 and SOC 2.
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Satisfied Users

“The different calendar views are very easy to navigate. I can clearly see
the shifts I have booked off, who is working with me during the day and who
is available for a shift trade.”
- Physician from Stratford General Hospital

“As a scheduler, I can let the physicians organize their own schedule without
having to interfere, and once the shift trades are done, the schedule is updated
right away. It’s very convenient.”
- Scheduler physician from St-Jérôme Hospital

“It’s really easy for me to see which physician is on-call and to access the
contact information of my colleagues. Everything is accessible from my phone
and up-to-date.”
- Physician from Grand River Hospital
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For more information, contact a specialized
advisor at 1-888-949-8601, Ext. 5.

A Canadian leader in the digital health sector,
PetalMD develops innovative web solutions to simplify
the daily tasks of physicians, improve the efficiency
of health facilities and facilitate healthcare access.
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